In a previous article, we demonstrated in a large twin study that disordered gambling (DG), as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.; DSM-IV), ran in families, that about half of the variation in liability for DG was due to familial factors, and that all of this was explained by shared genetic rather than shared environmental influences (Slutske, Zhu, Meier, & Martin, 2010) . The purpose of the present study is to extend this work to include an alternative conceptualization of DG that is provided by the South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS) item set in order to (a) compare the magnitude of the familial resemblance obtained when using the two definitions of DG (based on the DSM-IV and the SOGS), (b) examine the extent to which the 2 definitions tap the same underlying sources of genetic and environmental variation, and (c) examine whether the same results will be obtained among men and women. The results of bivariate twin model-fitting analyses suggested that DG, as defined by the DSM-IV and the SOGS, substantially overlapped at the etiologic level among both men and women, which supports the construct validity of both the DSM and the SOGS conceptualizations of DG. This study highlights the utility of twin studies for appraising the validity of the diagnostic nomenclature.
Pathological gambling was first introduced into the official diagnostic nomenclature with the publication of the ninth edition of the International Classification of Diseases in 1977 (World Health Organization, 1977 , followed by its inclusion in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders in 1980 (3rd ed.; DSM-III; American Psychiatric Association [APA], 1980) . A diagnosis of pathological gambling in the DSM-III required experiencing three of seven symptoms that were primarily focused on the legal and financial consequences of gambling. The diagnostic criteria for pathological gambling underwent a major overhaul for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (3rd ed., rev.; DSM-III-R; American Psychiatric Association, 1987) in 1987, when they were substantially rewritten to more closely resemble the diagnostic criteria for substance dependence. A diagnosis of pathological gambling in the DSM-III-R required experiencing four of nine symptoms, with none of the diagnostic criteria from the DSM-III retained. The diagnostic criteria for pathological gambling were again revised with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th ed.; DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994) . A diagnosis of pathological gambling in the DSM-IV requires experiencing five of 10 symptoms; six of these symptoms were carried forward from DSM-III-R, three were brought back from the DSM-III, and one symptom was completely new to the DSM. The DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for pathological gambling are now primarily composed of symptoms modeled on the substance dependence criteria, with only two items referring to either legal or financial consequences of gambling.
There was not a widely accepted standardized assessment of pathological gambling until the South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS; Lesieur & Blume, 1987) was introduced in 1987. (The Diagnostic Interview Schedule, a structured diagnostic interview developed in 1978 for use in the Epidemiologic Catchment Area study [L. N. Robins, Helzer, Croughan, & Ratcliff, 1981] and widely used in psychiatric research, included only an abbreviated four-item assessment of DSM-III pathological gambling; Cunningham-Williams, Cottler, Compton, & Spitznagel, 1998.) For many years, the SOGS was the primary instrument used to assess pathological gambling in research and was often the gold standard against which new measures of pathological gambling were compared. The SOGS was partly based on the DSM-III diagnostic criteria for pathological gambling and contains several items that were not a part of either of the previous versions or the current version of the DSM. Only three of the 10 current DSM-IV pathological gambling symptoms (chasing losses, lying about gambling, borrowing because of gambling) are approximated by similar diagnostic items in the SOGS. There are five pathological gambling symptoms that are unique to the DSM-IV (preoccupation with gambling, efforts to stop or reduce gambling, needing to increase the size or frequency of bets, restlessness or irritability if unable to gamble, and gambling to escape problems or dysphoria) and another two symptoms that are more narrowly covered by the SOGS than the DSM-IV (affected relationship, job, education or career, and committed illegal acts to finance gambling). There are seven pathological gambling symptoms that are unique to the SOGS (gambled more than intended, hid signs of gambling, defaulted on debts, people criticized or felt had a problem, argued with close family about gambling, felt guilty about gambling, and felt had a problem with gambling), and one symptom that is much more extensively covered by the SOGS than the DSM-IV (borrowing because of gambling).
A number of studies have directly compared the DSM-IV and the SOGS operationalizations of pathological gambling. Research comparing the DSM-IV and the SOGS serves as an important bridge from the earlier pathological gambling research that is based primarily on the SOGS to the more recent work that is based on the DSM-IV. More important, research comparing the DSM-IV and SOGS can provide valuable insights into the construct of pathological gambling. Like all psychological constructs, pathological gambling is still an "open concept" (Meehl, 1977 (Meehl, , 1978 (Meehl, , 1986 . Although a DSM diagnosis is often interpreted as the "true" definition of a disorder (Blashfield & Burgess, 2007; Meehl, 1986) , it is more appropriately regarded as a hypothetical construct (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955) that is formulated by clinical scientists (Widiger & Frances, 1987) , operationalized with a standardized diagnostic interview based on the DSM criteria (L. N. Robins, 2004) , and revised based on the results of DSM field trials and the corpus of existing empirical research (Widiger, Frances, Pincus, David, & First, 1991) . Compared with other DSM disorders, the validity of the diagnosis of pathological gambling has undergone only limited testing in field trials (Lesieur, 1988; Bradford, Geller, Lesieur, Rosenthal, & Wise, 1996) , and the results of empirical research have not had much influence on the changes made to the diagnostic criteria.
The majority of studies directly comparing the DSM-IV and the SOGS operationalizations of pathological gambling have compared the prevalences of pathological gambling that are obtained when using the two. A consistent finding is that the SOGS classifies more individuals as affected with pathological gambling than does the DSM-IV symptom set (Shaffer, Hall, & Vander Bilt, 1997) . This has led to criticisms of the use of the SOGS in community-based studies because it tends to "overdiagnose" pathological gambling (Gambino & Lesieur, 2006; Gerstein et al., 1999) , yielding rates that are about double those obtained with the DSM-IV symptom set. This is not an especially damning criticism because it is primarily a function of the cutoffs used to make a diagnosis (Widiger et al., 1996) , and this has been changed with every revision of the DSM, often without empirical justification. Whether the DSM-IV or the SOGS lead to an over-or underdiagnosis of pathological gambling is of more concern for estimating the prevalence of and the public health significance of PG disorder than for an etiologic study. For many purposes, it is of greater concern whether the different operationalizations of pathological gambling are tapping the same underlying construct.
A number of studies have examined the correlations between dimensional DSM-IV and SOGS measures obtained by summing the 10 DSM-IV pathological gambling criteria and the 20 SOGS items; these typically correlate with each other in excess of .70 (Cox, Enns, & Michaud, 2004; Hodgins, 2004; Stinchfield, 2002; Stinchfield, 2003; Welte, Barnes, Wieczorek, Tidwell, & Parker, 2001; Wickwire, Burke, Brown, Parker, & Ryan, 2008) . Although the prevalence estimates of pathological gambling diagnoses based on the DSM-IV and the SOGS differ, dimensional measures based on these suggest a substantial overlap in the way that the two measures operationalize pathological gambling, which provides strong evidence that the DSM-IV symptom set and the SOGS items tap overlapping pathological gambling constructs. The use of dimensional measures of pathological gambling are likely to become more popular because of an increasing appreciation for the idea of DG, along with many other psychiatric disorders (e.g., Helzer et al., 2008; Widiger, 2005; Widiger & Samuel, 2005) as a continuum of pathology (e.g., Shaffer, LaBrie, LaPlante, Nelson, & Stanton, 2004) . The term disordered gambling was coined to describe the full continuum of gambling-related problems, including pathological gambling as well as subclinical problems (Shaffer, Hall, & Vander Bilt, 1999) , although this term is now being considered as a replacement for the diagnostic label "pathological gambling" in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-V; APA, 2010). (For the remainder of this article we use the term DG to refer to all manifestations of disordered gambling, including pathological gambling, in order to minimize confusion.)
Few studies have moved beyond simple cross-tabulations and correlations in comparing DSM-IV-based and SOGS assessments of DG. A novel and informative approach was latent trait modeling (Strong, Lesieur, Breen, Stinchfield, & Lejeuz, 2004) . Analyses of past-year DSM-IV and SOGS item-level data obtained from clinical and community samples were conducted to determine the amount of information provided by the DSM-IV and the SOGS at different levels of a latent dimensional DG construct. At all levels of the latent DG construct, the SOGS provided diagnostic resolution that was as good as or better than the DSM-IV symptom set. In particular, the SOGS appeared to be superior to the DSM-IV at differentiating low (subthreshold) levels of DG, as well as very high (suprathreshold) levels of DG.
Evidence from family studies has always been an important step in the validation of a diagnosis because a valid diagnostic entity is expected to "run in families" (E. Robins & Guze, 1970) . A family study can also determine whether some definitions of a disorder result in greater resemblance between relatives than others (L. N. Robins, 2004; Widiger et al., 1991) . A twin study that includes assessments of DG according to both the DSM-IV and the SOGS can also provide an incisive test of whether the DSM-IV and the SOGS tap the same underlying sources of genetic and environmental variation in DG, that is, the extent to which they overlap at the etiologic level.
Previously, we demonstrated that DG as defined by the DSM-IV symptom set runs in families. In a large twin study, we estimated that 49% of the variation in liability for DG was due to familial factors, and all of this was explained by shared genetic rather than shared environmental influences (Slutske et al., 2010) . The purpose of the present study was to extend this work to include DG as defined by both the DSM-IV symptoms and the SOGS items in order to (a) compare the magnitude of the familial resemblance obtained when using the two definitions and (b) examine the extent to which the two definitions tap the same underlying sources of genetic and environmental variation. Evidence that DG as defined by the DSM-IV and the SOGS overlap at the etiologic level would contribute not only to the construct validity of the DSM conceptualization of DG but also to the construct validity of the SOGS conceptualization of DG.
Women are underrepresented in etiologic research on DG. The causes of DG among women and potential sex differences in the causes of DG are largely uncharted territory. In the previous study, the only large-scale twin study of DG that included both men and women, we found no evidence for sex differences in the familial aggregation or the heritability of DG as defined by the DSM-IV PG symptom set (Slutske et al., 2010) . The present study extends this work by (a) establishing that these results are not specific to the DSM but will also be observed with the alternative conceptualization of DG provided by the SOGS item set and (b) examining the extent to which DG as defined by the DSM-IV and SOGS overlap at the etiologic level among both men and women.
Method Participants
Participants for this study were 4,764 members of the Australian Twin Registry (ATR) Cohort II (for more details about the study participants and the zygosity determination, see Slutske, Meier, Zhu, Statham, & Blaszczynski, 2009 , a telephone interview containing a thorough assessment of gambling behaviors was conducted with the ATR Cohort II members (individual response rate of 80.4%). The mean age was 37.7 years (range ϭ 32-43), and 57.2% of the sample was female. There were 1,875 complete twin pairs (867 monozygotic [MZ] : 520 female, 347 male; 1,008 dizygotic [DZ]: 367 female-female, 227 male-male, and 414 female-male) and 1,014 individual twins from incomplete pairs (304 MZ: 151 female, 153 male; 710 DZ: 181 femalefemale, 216 male-male, and 313 female-male).
Procedure
Twins were assessed by structured telephone interview. Interviews were administered by trained lay-interviewers who were blind to the status of the cotwin. Interviewers were supervised by a project coordinator, a clinical psychologist with over 10 years of experience. All interview protocols were reviewed either by the project coordinator or by research editors (veteran skilled interviewers from previous studies who had maintained consistently low error rates in coding). All interviews were tape recorded, and a random sample of 5% of the interview tapes was reviewed for quality control and coding inconsistencies. A small subsample of the participants (N ϭ 166) were reinterviewed several months after their initial interview (interval M ϭ 3.4 months, SD ϭ 1.4 months, range ϭ 1.2-9.5 months) to establish the test-retest reliability of the interview measures. Individuals with a history of DG symptoms were oversampled for the test-retest reliability study.
This study was approved by the institutional review boards at the University of Missouri and the Queensland Institute of Medical Research. All of the participants provided informed consent.
Measures
Two different measures of DG were used in this study: the National Opinion Research Center DSM-IV Screen for Gambling Problems (NODS; Gerstein et al., 1999) and the SOGS (Lesieur & Blume, 1987) . The NODS DSM-IV and the SOGS diagnostic criteria were assessed for all participants who reported that they had ever gambled at least five times within a single 12-month period; the majority of participants, 77.5%, surpassed this gambling threshold.
The NODS is a structured interview that was developed for a national United States gambling prevalence survey conducted in 1999 (Gerstein et al., 1999) . The NODS assesses the 10 DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for DG. The test-retest reliability of the lifetime diagnosis of DG from the NODS was high ( ϭ .67; Yule's Y ϭ .79). The test-retest and internal consistency reliabilities of the NODS lifetime symptom count were also high (test-retest r ϭ .86; coefficient ␣ ϭ .85). Exploratory factor analyses provided strong and convincing evidence consistent with a single-factor model of DG for the DSM-IV symptom set: There was only a single large eigenvalue greater than one, and the root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) and root-mean-square residual (RMSR) were .021 and .03, respectively. The factor loadings were all high and ranged from .87 to .95. Typically, a single eigenvalue greater than one, an RMSEA of less than .06, an RMSR of less than .05, and all of the indicators having high loadings on a single factor are evidence supporting the hypothesis that a single factor is sufficient for explaining the interitem correlations. (This measure is referred to as DSM-IV DG throughout this article.)
The SOGS (Lesieur & Blume, 1987) was originally developed as a screening instrument to assess gambling problems among individuals seeking treatment. The development of the SOGS predated the DSM-IV. The SOGS was originally developed as a paper-and-pencil questionnaire to be filled out by the patient or study participant, but in the present study, the SOGS was administered as a structured interview. The test-retest reliability of the lifetime diagnosis of DG from the SOGS was high ( ϭ .78; Yule's Y ϭ .82). The test-retest and internal consistency reliabilities of the SOGS lifetime symptom count were also high (testretest r ϭ .86; coefficient ␣ ϭ .81). In exploratory factor analyses of the SOGS items, there was also only a single large eigenvalue greater than one, and the RMSEA and RMSR were .015 and .045, respectively. The factor loadings were all high and ranged from .65 to .95.
Data Analysis
Prior to conducting biometric modeling, we tested for cross-sex measurement invariance of DG as measured by the 10 DSM-IV 3 ETIOLOGIC STRUCTURE OF DISORDERED GAMBLING DG symptoms and by the 20 SOGS items. This was done to ensure that any sex differences that emerged in the biometric analyses could be interpreted as actual sex differences in DG rather than sex differences in our chosen measurements of DG. The analyses were conducted using Mplus software (Muthén & Muthén, 2004 ) with a mean-and variance-adjusted weighted least squares estimator. The tests for measurement invariance proceeded in two steps (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989) . In the first step, a baseline singlefactor confirmatory factor analytic model of DG (either based on the DSM-IV or the SOGS) was fit to the data, and all measurement parameters (i.e., item factor loadings and item thresholds) were freely estimated for men and women. In the second step, item factor loadings and item thresholds were constrained to be equal across men and women. The fit of the constrained model was compared with the fit of the unconstrained model via a ⌬ 2 test. A nonsignificant ⌬ 2 test indicates that the assumption of measurement invariance cannot be rejected (i.e., the data are consistent with measurement invariance). Measurement invariance analyses were conducted separately for the DSM-IV and SOGS measures.
Biometric models were fit by the method of maximum likelihood directly to the raw twin data using the Mx program (Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 2003) . The data from incomplete as well as complete twin pairs were included in the analyses, which reduces potential biases in parameter estimates due to nonparticipation if the data are missing at random (Little & Rubin, 1987) . Liabilitythreshold models were fit to the twin data (Neale et al., 1992) . This model assumes that there are latent liability continua underlying the categorical diagnoses based on the DSM-IV and the SOGS. The decision to use this model was based on the following two considerations: (a) maintaining consistency with the previous twin studies of DG (Eisen et al., 1998; Slutske et al., 2000; Slutske et al., 2010) and (b) intractability of using continuous symptom count measures because the distributions for the DSM-IV and the SOGS (especially the DSM-IV) were highly skewed, even after a data transformation.
In fitting a liability-threshold model, a decision must be made about the appropriate threshold to use. Typically, this is an easy decision because the threshold will correspond to whether an individual is affected versus unaffected with a disorder. However, with dimensional diagnoses such as DG, this diagnostic cut point also represents a count on a continuous symptom scale (i.e., 5 out of 10 symptoms for DSM-IV DG and 5 out of 20 items for the SOGS). When the symptoms making up the scale are all indicators of the same unidimensional construct, as has been demonstrated for both the DSM-IV (Strong & Kahler, 2007) and the SOGS (Strong et al., 2004) , the cut point used for the threshold in the liability threshold model does not necessarily have to correspond to the cut-point used for a clinical diagnosis. The liability threshold model assumes that the causes of variation in risk will be the same at any point along the liability distribution and for any threshold imposed (Reich et al., 1975) -an assumption that could not be rejected for DSM-III-R DG in a previous article (Slutske et al., 2000) . Therefore, to maximize the statistical power in testing sex differences and bivariate biometric models, we have dichotomized the DSM-IV and the SOGS symptom counts at one or more symptoms. Although this threshold conforms most closely to the idea of problem gambling, the assumption of the underlying model that we are imposing suggests that the results will apply equally to all levels of DG behavior, including pathological gambling disorder. The results of the exploratory factor analyses support the proposition that all of the DSM-IV symptoms and all of the SOGS items are measuring the same underlying dimensions and that endorsing even a single symptom or item is informative about an individual's DG liability.
Univariate model-fitting was conducted to partition the variation in DSM-IV and SOGS DG, each considered in isolation, into additive genetic, shared environmental or nonadditive genetic and nonshared environmental influences. Bivariate model fitting was conducted to similarly partition the covariation between the DSM-IV and the SOGS and to determine the extent to which the different sources of variation were common or specific to the DSM-IV and the SOGS operationalizations of DG. In the bivariate model fitting, the genetic and environmental variation was partitioned into a common factor shared by the DSM-IV and the SOGS and two sets of specific factors that were unique to each measure. In a factor model with only two indicators, it is necessary to constrain the path coefficients for the common factor to be the same for each measure.
The evidence for two different types of sex difference was evaluated. Quantitative (also known as scalar) sex differences refer to differences in the magnitude of genetic or environmental effects in men and women and is detected from within-zygosity differences in the twin correlations obtained from same-sex male versus female twin pairs. Qualitative (also known as nonscalar) sex differences refer to differences in the actual genetic or environmental risk factors that contribute to variation in a trait and are detected from smaller twin correlations obtained from unlike-sex than those obtained from same-sex dizygotic twin pairs.
Ideally, one would combine the measurement model used in the measurement invariance analyses with the univariate and bivariate biometric models (Neale et al., 2005) . Unfortunately, the sparseness of some of the DSM-IV DG and SOGS symptom data among some of the five sex/zygosity subgroupings precluded the implementation of this analytic approach.
Results
The overall lifetime prevalence of pathological gambling disorder according to the DSM-IV was 2.2% (3.4% among men, 1.2% among women), and the overall lifetime prevalence of pathological gambling according to the SOGS was 3.5% (5.3% among men, 2.2% among women). The overall lifetime prevalence of ever experiencing one or more DG symptoms was 12.5% (18.2% among men, 8.3% among women) according to the DSM-IV and was 40.1 (49.2% among men, 33.3% among women) according to the SOGS.
Tests of Measurement Invariance
Of the 10 DSM-IV DG symptoms, one had to be excluded from the cross-sex measurement invariance analyses due to low rates of endorsement (committing illegal acts to finance gambling). Measurement invariance analyses suggested that the symptoms of DSM-IV DG functioned similarly for men and women, except for the symptom "gambles to escape personal problems or to relieve a dysphoric mood," which was endorsed by women at a lower level of the latent DG severity continuum than by men, suggesting partial measurement invariance of the DSM-IV PG symptoms across sex (Slutske et al., 2010) . Notably, the single symptom that 4 SLUTSKE, ZHU, MEIER, AND MARTIN was not invariant across sex was the only symptom included in the DSM-IV DG diagnostic criteria set that was completely new to the DSM. Because partial measurement invariance was established, the full symptom set was used in both men and women for the biometric analyses.
Of the 20 SOGS items, 5 were excluded from the cross-sex measurement invariance analyses due to low rates of endorsement (defaulting on debts, borrowing from loan sharks, cashing in stocks, bonds, other securities, selling personal property, or passing bad checks to gamble or to pay gambling debts). The remaining 15 items of the SOGS were factor analyzed, and the fit of the baseline single-factor model, allowing all measurement parameters to differ across men and women was excellent (CFI ϭ .99, TLI ϭ .99, RMSEA ϭ .02). The fit of the model constraining measurement parameters for all items to be the same for men and women was not significantly poorer than the fit of the unconstrained model, ⌬ 2 (9, N ϭ 4,764) ϭ 5.86, p ϭ .75, suggesting measurement invariance across sex for the 15 SOGS items. Because measurement invariance was established, the full symptom set was used in both men and women for the biometric analyses.
Tests of Sex Differences
Prior to fitting biometric models, tests of the differences between the within-trait twin correlations for the different zygosity groups were conducted using Mx (see Table 1 ). In these and all subsequent biometric models, thresholds (prevalences) for men and women were allowed to vary because they could not be constrained to be equal for either the DSM-IV, ⌬ 2 (1, N ϭ 4,758) ϭ 92.4, p Ͻ .001, or the SOGS, ⌬ 2 (1, N ϭ 4,758) ϭ 112.1, p Ͻ .001. In the previous article (Slutske et al., 2010) , we reported that for the DSM-IV, the following sets of twin correlations from (a) the two MZ groups (male and female), (b) the two same-sex DZ groups (male-male and female-female), and (c) the two same-sex DZ groups and the unlike-sex DZ group (malemale, female-female, and male-female) could each be constrained to be equal.
Similarly for the SOGS, the following sets of twin correlations from (a) the two MZ groups (male and female), (b) the two same-sex DZ groups (male-male and female-female), ⌬ 2 (2, N ϭ 4,759) ϭ 3.76, p ϭ .15, and (c) the two same-sex DZ groups and the unlike-sex DZ group (male-male, female-female, and malefemale) could each be constrained to be equal, ⌬ 2 (1, N ϭ 4,760) ϭ 0.01, p ϭ .91.
These results indicate that there is no evidence of quantitative sex differences or qualitative sex differences. Based on these findings, it would be appropriate to proceed with biometric modeling without allowing for sex differences in parameter estimates, but because there are so little data on the etiology of DG among women, we present results of fitting models to the male and female data separately, in addition to fitting models to the pooled data from men and women.
Univariate Biometric Model Fitting
For both the DSM-IV and the SOGS, the best fitting model was one that included additive genetic and nonshared environmental sources of variation-shared environmental or nonadditive genetic factors did not account for significant portions of variation in liability. The results of fitting a full univariate biometric model that included additive genetic, shared environmental, and nonshared environmental sources of variation are presented in Table 2 for the purpose of delineating the confidence bounds around the parameter estimates (of the nonsignificant as well as the significant parameters). For example, shared environmental factors were estimated at zero for both the DSM-IV and the SOGS, but the narrow confidence intervals around these estimates suggest that shared environmental factors could have accounted for only 4% and 13% of the variation in liability at best. Parameter estimates for men and women did not significantly differ from each other for either the DSM-IV, ⌬ 2 (2, N ϭ 4,760) ϭ 0.1, p ϭ .97, or the SOGS, ⌬ 2 (2, N ϭ 4,760) ϭ 2.3, p ϭ .32.
As a check on the validity of the underlying assumption of the liability threshold model, we compared the heritability estimates obtained from fitting models to the data from the full sample when the diagnostic cutoffs were set at one or more, three or more, and five or more symptoms. For the DSM, this yielded heritability estimates of 49% (95% CI [28%, 61%]: see Table 2 ), 58% (95% Table 1 Univariate 
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DSM-IV DG and SOGS liabilities were substantially correlated with each other in the full sample (tetrachoric r ϭ .72) and among men (tetrachoric r ϭ .73) and women (tetrachoric r ϭ .68). These are similar to the Pearson correlations that were obtained by using continuous DSM-IV DG and SOGS symptom scales (full sample: r ϭ .83, men: r ϭ .85, women: r ϭ .82) and especially with log-transformed symptom scales (full sample: r ϭ .68, men r ϭ .71, women: r ϭ .62). The similarity of these correlations supports the liability threshold model and suggests that the same level of covariation is being captured using the correlation in liability (which assumes an underlying continuous dimension of liability), as would be observed using a dimensional DG indicator.
The phenotypic correlation in liability of .72 represents a theoretical upper bound with which to compare the cross-twin crosstrait correlations between DSM-IV DG and SOGS presented in Table 1 . It is noteworthy that the cross-twin cross-trait correlation between DSM-IV DG and SOGS of .48 (the correlation between DSM-IV DG in one twin and SOGS in the cotwin) among MZ male twins is as large as the cross-twin within-trait correlation of .49 for DSM-IV DG (the correlation between DSM-IV DG in one twin and DSM-IV DG in the cotwin). Similar results were obtained for female twins and for comparisons with the cross-twin withintrait correlations for the SOGS (see Table 1 ).
Bivariate models of DSM-IV DG and SOGS included additive genetic and nonshared environmental factors (see Figure 1) . Most of the genetic variation in DSM-IV DG (89%) was common with genetic variation in the SOGS, and the remaining genetic variation specific to DSM-IV DG did not significantly differ from zero. Similarly, most of the genetic variation in the SOGS (84%) was common with genetic variation in DSM-IV DG, but in this case there was significant remaining genetic variation that was specific to the SOGS. The correlation between the total genetic variation for the DSM-IV and the SOGS was .86. There were substantial contributions of nonshared environmental factors that were in common with and specific to DSM-IV and SOGS, and the correlation between the total nonshared environmental variation for the DSM-IV and the SOGS was .54.
The overall pattern of results obtained from fitting models to the data from men and women separately was quite similar. In addition, the overlap between the genetic and environmental risk factors for DSM-IV and SOGS liability were similar in men and women. The correlations between the total genetic variation for the DSM-IV and the SOGS were .88 and .88, and the correlations between the total nonshared environmental variation in risk for the DSM-IV and the SOGS were .53 and .47, among men and women, respectively.
In sum, the results of the bivariate biometric model-fitting analyses suggest there may be a slightly but significantly greater familial resemblance and heritability in DG liability as defined by the SOGS than the DSM-IV. The DSM-IV and SOGS largely tap the same underlying sources of genetic and environmental variation in DG in both men and women.
Discussion
Many previous studies have established that dimensional measures of DG based on the DSM and the SOGS are highly correlated. The present study suggests that the main explanation for this is that they share common etiologic structures. Despite differences between the DSM-IV DG diagnostic criteria set and the SOGS item set in their methods of construction and content coverage, from a behavioral genetic perspective, they appear to measure the same underlying core DG construct. Twin studies are a powerful tool for addressing nosologic questions in psychopathology (Kendler, 1993) . For example, Kendler, Neale, Kessler, Heath, and Eaves (1992a) compared the heritabilities obtained using nine different definitions of major depression (e.g., DSM-III, DSM-III-R), and Prescott and colleagues Prescott, Aggen, & Kendler, 1999) compared the heritabilities obtained using six different definitions of alcohol use disorder (e.g., DSM-III-R alcohol abuse and dependence, DSM-IV alcohol abuse and dependence). One of the questions of interest in these investigations was the impact on the heritability of using broader versus narrower definitions of disorder. Such research can bridge findings based on older versus newer revised diagnostic criteria (ideally conducted prior to making revisions). Other common nosologic questions that can be addressed by twin studies are whether two different disorders merely represent different points along the same liability continuum (e.g., alcohol abuse versus alcohol dependence, unipolar versus bipolar depression, McGuffin et al., 2003) and whether and to what extent two different disorders share common etiologic structures (e.g., generalized anxiety disorder and major depression, Kendler, Neale, Kessler, Heath, & Eaves, 1992b; unipolar and bipolar depression, McGuffin et al., 2003) .
Despite differences in their breadth (the DSM-IV provides a narrower definition of DG, and the SOGS provides a broader definition of DG), the heritabilities of DG as defined by the DSM-IV and SOGS were nearly equivalent. It is interesting that the presence of DG as defined by the SOGS in a twin was as highly correlated with DG as defined by the DSM-IV in the cotwin as it was with the SOGS definition of DG, and conversely, the presence of DG as defined by the DSM-IV in a twin was as highly correlated with DG as defined by the SOGS in the cotwin as it was with the DSM-IV definition of DG. In other words, if one wanted to predict a twin's risk for DSM-IV DG, one would do just as well by knowing the cotwin's history of SOGS DG as one would by knowing the cotwin's history of DSM-IV DG.
The present study also extended the previous study by demonstrating that the inability to detect any differences between men and women in the causes of liability for DG was not measure dependent. In the previous study, there was little evidence for sex differences, either quantitative or qualitative, in the causes of liability to DG as defined by the DSM-IV DG symptom set. The contribution of genetic, shared, and nonshared environmental factors to variation in DG liability did not significantly differ between men and women, and the estimated parameters of these effects were very similar (Slutske et al., 2010) . The same results were obtained in the present study for DG as defined by the SOGS. DG as defined by the DSM-IV and the SOGS are as heritable among women as among men.
Deeper insights into the construct of DG might be obtained by further exploring the relation between the DSM and the SOGS definitions at the item level. In previous studies, researchers have conducted factor analyses (e.g., Orford, Sproston, & Erens, 2003) and latent trait modeling analyses (e.g., Strong et al., 2004) of the DSM-IV DG symptoms and the SOGS items, but they have never included both item sets in the same analysis and have never incorporated measures of nondiagnostic gambling involvement (for an example from the alcoholism literature, see Krueger et al., 2004) . The latent trait modeling of a comprehensive item set would allow for a comparison of the informativeness of each individual symptom at different levels of a latent DG continuum, as well as the combined informativeness of the two diagnostic criteria sets. The inclusion of nondiagnostic indicators of gambling involvement (such as daily or weekly gambling, or involvement in certain types of or numbers of different gambling activities) would allow for a better characterization of the full DG continuum (i.e., nondiagnostic items might provide information about lower levels of the latent DG continuum not well differentiated by the diagnostic items).
The SOGS might play an important role in describing the DG continuum. For the same reasons that it is said to overdiagnose pathological gambling, the SOGS may be especially useful in providing a broader measure than the DSM-IV for characterizing a DG continuum. The SOGS provides valuable information about clinically significant variation in DG both above and below the DSM-IV diagnostic threshold (Strong et al., 2004) . This characteristic of the SOGS will become especially valuable as the DSM moves forward in offering a dimensional diagnostic option because it is unlikely that the 10 items of the DSM-IV will be sufficient to adequately describe the full spectrum of DG. This characteristic of the SOGS is often utilized in treatment studies of clinical populations that may use the DSM-IV for screening participants, but then uses the SOGS for describing the variation in gambling pathology among those above the DSM-IV diagnostic threshold. For studies of the general population, the SOGS is also especially useful for describing continuous variation in gambling pathology below the DSM-IV threshold. This could be harnessed for the mapping of quantitative trait loci for DG because it will enable researchers to informatively phenotype more individuals.
This study suffers from a number of limitations. Australia was specifically chosen as the site for this study because it has a heavy-gambling culture and higher prevalence of DG (Slutske et al., 2009 ), but the results of this study may not be generalizable beyond the heavy-gambling Australian context and culture. Also, the participants were all 32-43 years of age, and it is not clear the extent to which the same result would be obtained among older or younger adults or adolescents. Although the sample was relatively large, the sparseness of the data at the level of individual DSM-IV symptoms or SOGS items precluded the use of more sophisticated biometric models that allow one to estimate the heritability of and correlations between latent DG factors derived from interitem correlations. The biometric modeling required the assumption that the underlying liability for DG is continuous, that is, that the risk factors for DG are the same throughout the continuum and that differences in severity are due to having more rather than different risk factors. Although the twin method provides an elegant test of this assumption (Neale & Cardon, 1992) , it is usually underpowered to reject the continuity hypothesis. Thus, this assumption could not be rigorously tested.
Despite these limitations, this study represents an important step forward. The findings of a previous twin study of DSM-IV DG were extended to DG as defined by the most-used measure of gambling pathology, the SOGS. More important, the results of this study (a) suggest that DG as defined by the DSM-IV and DG as 7 ETIOLOGIC STRUCTURE OF DISORDERED GAMBLING defined by the SOGS largely tap the same underlying sources of familial and genetic variation and (b) support the construct validity of both the DSM-IV and the SOGS operationalizations and conceptualizations of DG.
